Abstract. In this work we combine Wiener chaos expansion approach to study the dynamics of a stochastic system with the classical problem of the prediction of a Gaussian process based on part of its sample path. This is done by considering special bases for the Gaussian space G generated by the process, which allows us to obtain an orthogonal basis for the Fock space of G such that each basis element is either measurable or independent with respect to the given samples. This allows us to easily derive the chaos expansion of a random variable conditioned on part of the sample path. We provide a general method for the construction of such basis when the underlying process is Gaussian with stationary increment. We evaluate the bases elements in the case of the fractional Brownian motion, which leads to a prediction formula for this process.
Introduction
Our starting point is a second order Gaussian stationary-increment process tXptq, t P Ru, over the probability space L 2 pΩ, F , Pq, with spectral measure ∆. Let G denote the Gaussian Hilbert space generated by this process, and F A the sigma field induced by tXptq, t P Au, where A is a Borel set. Given Y P L 2 pΩ, F R , Pq, we present a new way to obtain the conditional expectation E rY |F A s which is based on the Wiener chaos written in terms of a special basis for G and the Hermite polynomials. Writing where J 0 depends only on A and ∆. That is, each chaos element H α is either measurable with respect to F A or independent with respect to it. Surprisingly, this natural decomposition of the space G, with respect to a variety of prediction problems, has received little treatment in the literature, if any.
If Y P G, the problem of computing E rY |F A s reduces to the problem of orthogonal projection onto the closed linear span of the functions tXpsq, s P Au, denoted by G A . When Y " Xptq with t ą 0 and A " p´8, 0s, this is the classical Wiener-Kolmogorov prediction problem. If t ą T and A " r´T, T s, this is the finite horizon prediction problem, which was solved by Krein; see [11] . In this work, we consider these two cases and employ similar methods to obtain an orthonormal basis for the space G A . We also note that another case of interest is the interpolation problem, when t P p´T, T q and A " p´8´T s Y rT, 8q. This problem was solved by Dym and McKean [11] . We also refer to this book for background material on these various problems.
In the more general case where Y is of the form Y " f pUq where U P G and f : R Ñ R measurable function such that f pUq P L 2 pΩ, F pGq, Pq, it follows from see [19] that ( 
1.3)
E rf pUq|F A s "
where dµ is the standard Gaussian measure on G and P is the orthogonal projection from G onto G A . If G A is one dimensional, then (1.3) reduces to E rf pUq|F A s " f M pErU|F A sq , where f M pUq is the Mehler transform of f ; see [20, Ex. 4.18] . In general, formula (1.3) does not lead to easy computations because of the Gaussian integral.
A more simple case of non-linearity is Y " U n for U P G and natural n, in which E rY |F A s is the n th moment of the the random variable U with respect to the conditional Gaussian distribution
where h rαs n pxq is the n th Hermite polynomial with parameter α:
Relation (1.4) can be reformulate as
where we denote h n " h r1s n . In a way, formulas (1.4) and (1.6) may be seen as transforming the non-linear problem of finding E rY |F A s into the linear problem of finding E rU|F A s, since the latter is an element of the linear space G. This approach can be generalized for any Y P L 2 pΩ, F , Pq if we decompose it as a sum of polynomials in elements of G. This is the celebrated Wiener chaos decomposition. By introducing a special family of chaos elements H α , we can write the chaos expansion of f pUq and obtain from (1.2) the chaos expansion of E rf pUq|F A s. The resulting expansion allows us to recover the statistics of E rf pUq|F A s, and moreover to obtain a representation of its elements directly from the path tXptq, t P Au. Thus we replace the non-linear problem of finding (1.3) by the linear problem of expressing an element of G by the samples tXptq, t P Au. This will be discussed in greater details in Section 6.
If tE k , k P Ju, where J Ă Z, is an orthogonal basis for the Gaussian Hilbert space G, then a standard recipe for obtaining a basis for L 2 pΩ, F pGq, Pq is as follows [20, 16, 15] : let J be the set of multiindexes over J, i.e. the set of functions J Ñ N with compact support. For α " p...α j 1 , α j 2 , ...q P J, define
where th n , n ě 0u are the Hermite polynomials
Assume moreover that tE j , j P J 0 u, J 0 Ă J is an orthogonal basis for G A and denote by J 0 the subset of multi-indexes whose support is contained in J 0 . Our underlying observation is given by the following theorem. 
where G :n: is the n th symmetric tensor power of G. We also denote by
the Wick product of the elements X 1 , . . . , X m of G. Let P denote the orthogonal projection onto G A , i.e. for an element X P G we have
Since }P } " 1, ΓP , the second quantization of P , is a bounded linear operator on ΓpGq [20, Theorem 4.5] , and by [20, Theorem 4.9] we have that ΓP :
We have
where paq follows from [20, Theorem 3.21] and (b) follows from the definition of the second quantization of P (see [20, Theorem 4.5] ). Since
In this case E rH α |F A s " 0, which means that H α is independent of F A . The other option is that α j " 0 for all j P JzJ 0 . Since for h α j pxq " 1 by definition if α j " 0, this case leads to
3. Hilbert spaces associated with a Gaussian stationary increment process
In this section we review standard ideas from the literature on continuous time Gaussian stochastic processes. We describe two additional Hilbert spaces isomorphic to G, using the notions of the Wiener integral and the trigonometric isomorphism. This sets the frameworks for sections 4 and 5 in which we obtain a basis for G that satisfy the conditions in Theorem 2.1.
Assume first we are given a Gaussian stationary process 9 Xp¨q ! 9 Xptq, t P R ) . The spectral measure ∆pγq is determined by Bochner's theorem through
This defines the so called trigonometric isomorphism between the Gaussian Hilbert space G generated by 9 Xp¨q, i.e. the close linear span of
, and the space L 2 pd∆q, given by
9
Xptq ÝÑ e iγt .
If 9
Xp¨q is path-wise integrable then Xptq
Xpsqds is a Gaussian stationary increment process, with covariance function (3.10)
E rXpt 1 qXpt 2 qs "
is the image of Xptq under the trigonometric isomorphism. In the setting of distributions, we can write the following correspondences 9
Xptq ÐÑ e iγt ÐÑ δpt´¨q,
where the left relation is the trigonometric isomorphism and the right relation is the Fourier transform. In (3.11) we used δptq to denote the Dirac delta distribution concentrated at the origin and
We see that for a given t ě 0, Xptq may be interpreted as the stochastic integral of the deterministic function 1 t [20, p. 87], and can be extended to t ă 0 by setting
and by q f its inverse.
In general, for f P L 2 pRq subject to
we can define its stochastic integral with respect to the process Xp¨q as the zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance ş
The set of functions in L 2 pRq which satisfy (3.12) constitute a preHilbert space, and we denote its completion by L ∆ . The map I : L ∆ ÝÑ G that carries an element of L ∆ into its stochastic integral is an Hilbert space isomorphism, and G can be regarded as the Gaussian Hilbert spaces associated with the Hilbert space L ∆ [20] , in the sense that for each f 1 , ..., f n P L ∆ , Ipf 1 q, ..., Ipf n q have a joint central normal distribution with covariance matrix Q,
where p¨,¨q ∆ is the inner product in L ∆ induced by the norm (3.12). Using these notations, the covariance function (3.10) can be written as
In the case of d∆ " dγ, L ∆ reduces to L 2 pRq and the image of f P L 2 pRq under I is called the Wiener stochastic integral of f [7, Chapter 9].
Remark 3.1. We note that for f P L ∆ , one can define its stochastic integral with respect to X in the usual way by first setting ż
for a simple function f ptq " ř i α i 1 rt i`1 ,t i s , and then take the limit in L ∆ for a general f P L ∆ . It can be shown that we obtain
is, both definitions coincide.
In many practical cases, almost every sample path of the stationary increment process Xp¨q is nowhere differentiable. This happens for example in the case of the Brownian motion or the fractional Brownian motion. However under the condition (3.14)
it is easy to see that the indicator function 1 t still belongs to L ∆ . Since both spaces G and L ∆ , as well as the isometric map between them, are determined exclusively by the spectral measure ∆, starting with ∆, we may use the representation Xptq " Ip1 t q, t P R as the definition of the process X. We set
Under the condition (3.14), each z t belongs to L 2 pd∆q. Denote by Z the close linear span of tz t , t P Ru in L 2 pd∆q and by Z A the close linear span of tz t , t P Au in L 2 pd∆q. It is well known (see for example [11] that Z " L 2 pd∆q.
We have obtained the following isomorphic Hilbert spaces
Note that in the sense of distributions, T˝I : L ∆ Ñ Z is the Fourier transform.
The importance of the above Hilbert spaces isomorphism is that it allows us to exchange the problem of obtaining an orthogonal basis for G and G A with the problem of doing so in Z and Z A . Our benefit comes from the fact that now the theory of orthogonal projections into spaces of analytical functions is at our disposal.
Prediction with respect to the entire past
In order to be in the setting of Theorem 1.1, we first need to find an explicit orthogonal basis for the space G A . In this section we will show how to do so in the case that A " p´8, 0s which corresponds to the Wiener-Kolmogorov prediction problem. The case where A " r´T, T s for some T ą 0 which corresponds to the problem solved by Krein is treated in the next section.
Recall that in the case of prediction with respect to the entire past, Szegö theorem provides us with a criterion whether the prediction is perfect or not, i.e. when where h is an outer function in the Hardy space H 2`( see [2] ). An outer function h P H
as is seen by differentiation and integration with respect to t.
Throughout this section we assume the spectral measure ∆ satisfies both condition (3.14) and Szegö criterion for optimal prediction with respect to the entire past. We further assume that d∆ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, namely d∆ " ∆ 1 pγqdγ. In view of the discussion in [11, Section 4.3], this assumption does not limit the generality of our approach. Since these assumption does not yet guaranty ∆p8q ă 8, we look instead at the measure
so that we may decompose
hpγqhpγq with h outer, and thus obtain the decomposition:
Since the process X is real, ∆ is always even and we can also impose the condition hp´γq "´hpγq [11, Exercise 2.7.4], so that the inverse Fourier transform of pγ´iqh is a real distribution. Proof. Denote by K the close linear span of tz t pγ`iqh, t ď 0u in L 2 pdγq. Let L be the set of functions f P H 2´s uch that pγ´iqf pγq still belongs to H 2´. It has been noted above that for h P H 2´o uter, the closed linear span of tz t h, t ď 0u in L 2 pdγq is all H 2´, so if a function f P L satisfies ż 8 8 z t pγqpγ`iqhpγqf pγqdγ " 0, for all t ď 0, we conclude that pγ`iqf " 0, so f " 0, and we have that K K Ş L " t0u. In order to complete the proof it is enough to show that L is a dense subset of H 2´. The Schwartz space S of smooth rapidly decreasing functions is a dense subset of L 2 pRq and is invariant under differentiation and Fourier transformation. For s P S we denote by r s its projection into L 2 pp´8, 0sq, which is the set of functions in L 2 pRq supported in p´8, 0s.
, which implies that y Ą S is a dense subset of H
2´.
We prove that it is also contained in L. Let s P S , then pγ`iq p r s " pγ`iq
and the last two terms are the Fourier transform of functions in L 2 pp´8, 0sq, hence belong to H 2´. This completes the proof.
In what follows we construct an orthonormal basis for the space L ∆ in terms of the function h and the functions e n pγq "
which constitute an orthonormal basis of L 2 pRq. In addition, the family te n , n ě 0u spans the Hardy space H 2`w hile the family te n , n ă 0u spans H 2´; see [11, Section 2.5]. We also note that for n ě 0 and x ą 0, the inverse Fourier transform of the te n u are the Laguerre functions:
We are now looking for a set of functions in L ∆ whose images under I constitute an orthogonal basis in G. In view of (4.18), the function pγ`iqhs, when s belongs to the Schwartz space S of smooth rapidly decreasing functions, belongs to L 2 pRq. Moreover the linear span of the functions pγ`iqhs with s P S is dense in L 2 pdγq. Indeed, let g P L 2 pdγq be such that ż R spγqpγ`iqhpγqgpγqdγ " 0, @s P S .
Then the function pγ´iqhg (which need not belong to L 2 pdγq) defines the zero distribution on S , and so is a.e. equal to 0. This proves that there exists a sequence ts k u :" ts k , k P Nu of Schwartz functions such that
Therefore the sequence ts k u tends to en pγ`iqh in L 2 pd∆q, and so the sequence t q s k u is a Cauchy sequence in L ∆ . We denote its limit by ξ n .
The set tIpξ n q, n P Zu forms an orthonormal basis for G. Moreover,
so that tIpξ n q, n ă 0u spans the past, and tIpξ n q, n ě 0u spans its orthogonal complement.
Proof. The fact that the Ipξ n q are orthonormal is immediate by construction since E rIpξ n qIpξ m qs "
e n pγq pγ´iqhpγq e m pγq pγ`iqhpγq p1`γ 2 q|hpγq| 2 dγ " pe n , e m q L 2 pdγq .
To show that they span G, let f P L ∆ and assume that Ipf q is perpendicular to their span. Then for all n P Z, 0 " E rIpξ n qIpf qs "
Since te n , n P Zu is an orthonormal basis for L 2 pdγq, it follows that p f h is zero in L 2 pdγq. But it follows from condition (4.15) that hpγq ‰ 0 almost everywhere, so we conclude that f , and thus Ipf q, equals zero. Note that this also proves that tξ n , n P Zu is an orthonormal basis of L ∆ . Now for t ď 0, E rIpξ n qXptqs " From Lemma 4.1 we know that the span of z t pγ`iqh, t ď 0 ( in L 2 pRq equals H 2´, so the last term in (4.19) vanishes for n ě 0. In order to calculate Ć Ipξ n q E " Ipξ n q|F p´8,0s ‰ for n ă 0 we can use the trigonometric isomorphism and instead look for the projection of enpγq pγ`iqh onto Z p´8,0s . Let g " c 1 z t`. . .`c n z t , where t 1 , . . . t n , ď 0 and c 1 , ..., c n P C.
|e n pγq´gpγqpγ`iqhpγq| 2 dγ.
Since the span of z t pγ`iqh, t ď 0 ( is H 2´a nd e n P H 2´f or n ă 0, the last projection norm is trivial, so Ć Ipξ n q " Ipξ n q in G, and hence Ipξ n q P F p´8,0s .
Example 4.3. The chaos expansion of Xptq is given by
where ǫpnq " p..., 0, 1, 0, ...q with 1 at the n th place. It follows that
The complementary projection is given by
so that the variance of the prediction error is c α "
It follows that
where now for α P J 0 ,
From [20] we have
and we obtain the following identity:
Basis Elements and Sample Path Relation.
In the classical prediction problem we are asked to find the conditional expectation with respect to F p´8,0s expressed in term of the path X p´8,0s p¨q " tXptq, t P Au. By Theorem 4.2 for n ă 0, Ipξ n q is completely determined by X p´8,0s p¨q. Due to the trigonometric isomorphism we have
Ipξ n q " I`1 r´8,0s ξ n˘`I`1r0,8s ξ n˘, and
1 r0,8s ξ n pγqˇˇ2 d∆pγq.
Note that { 1 r0,8s ξ n is the projection of (4.23) p ξ n pγq " e n pγq pγ`iqhpγq "
If h does not vanish too fast as γ Ñ 8, (in general, condition (4.15) does not guarantee that), then p ξ n belongs to H 2´, in which case { 1 r0,8s ξ n " 0. That is, we have the following proposition:
for all n "´1,´2, . . ..
If the condition in Proposition 4.5 is met, then the L 2 pΩ, F R , Pq stochastic integral with respect to the process Xptq can also be evaluated from its sample path which is defined in the standard way as in explained in (3.13) . See also [14, Sec. 2] for a pathwise definition of the stochastic integral with respect to the fractional Brownian motion. In such case we get (4.24) Ipξ n q " Ip1 p´8,0s ξ n q "
This allows us to express the Ipξ n q in (4.20) in terms of the sample path, which leads to a prediction formula for a general Gaussian stationary increment process.
Bounded time interval
In the case where A " r´T, T s we are looking for an orthogonal basis for G r´T,T s , or equivalently, for its image under the trigonometric isomorphism Z r´T,T s . For the conditions to optimal prediction in this case we refer to [11, Section 6.4] . The space Z r´T,T s is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space of entire functions isometrically included in L 2 pd∆q, and invariant under the backward shift operators
Therefore, by a theorem of de Branges, see [4, Theorem 3] , and (for instance) by an application of [1, Theorem 3.1], one sees that the reproducing kernel of Z r´T,T s is of the form
where Apγq and Bpγq are entire function of the variable λ of finite exponential type. A characterization of certain orthogonal sets in such spaces is given in [5, Theorem 22] . We recall the result for completeness. Set Epγq " Apγq´iBpγq. Then there exists a continuous function ϕpxq (x P R) such that Epx, T qe iϕpxq P R for all x P R. Let α P R and let x 1 , x 2 , . . . P R be such that ϕpx n q " α (mod π). The functions Kpγ, x n q form an orthogonal set of Z r´T,T s , and it is complete if and only if the function e´i α Epγq´e iα Epγq does not belong to Z r´T,T s .
One can compute explicitly the functions Apγq and Bpγq in some special cases. For instance Dym and Gohberg considered in [10] the case where the spectral density ∆ 1 is the form
where k P L 1 pRq and such that 1´p k ą 0 (in fact, they consider the matrix-valued non Hermitian case). The case where
which corresponds to the fractional Brownian motion, was considered by Dzhaparidze and H. van Zanten in [12] and will be revisited again in Section 6.2. More generally, one needs to use Kreins's theory of strings, as explained in [11] and [12, Section 2.8], to compute the reproducing kernel of Z r´T,T s .
Chaos and Prediction with respect to the Fractional Brownian Motion
In this section we now specialize to the case where the spectral measure of X is given by
where
and Γpxq is Euler's Gamma function. This measure satisfies conditions (3.14) and (4.15). The corresponding stationary increment Gaussian process X is called the fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H and is denoted B H . Its covariance function is given by
and it can be shown to have an almost surely continuous sample paths [21] . This process has been found useful in a host of applications, and was extensively studied in the past few decades; see for example [3, 6, 22, 8] .
In what follows, we will evaluate the coefficients in the chaos expansion for B H p¨q based on an orthonormal basis with the properties of Theorem 2.1. We start with the case of prediction with respect to the entire past.
6.1. Prediction with respect to the Entire Past (A " p´8, 0s). For this process B H p¨q with A " p´8, 0s we derive the following: 
Proof. Using the formula [9, (11), p. 193] , to find the outer factorh in the decomposition (4.18), we see that the outer factor in the factorization of (6.1) is given by
Taking the restriction of φpzq to the real line we obtain
To finish the proof we multiply the last term by i in order to impose the reality condition p´γ´iqhp´γq " pγ`iqhpγq ðñ hp´γq "´hpγq. A closed form expression for E`B H ptq´E " B H ptq|F p´8,0s ‰˘2 was derived in [14] , which leads to the identity (6.7) ÿ jě0`r H j ptq˘2 " sin`πpH´1 2 q˘Γ`3 2´H˘2
π`H´1 2˘Γ p2´2Hq t 2H . Figure 3 illustrates the prediction error obtained by truncating the sum (6.4) compared to the optimal error (6.7). the zeros of J 1´H , which is the Bessel function of the first order with parameter 1´H. Specifically (6.10) ξ n pγq " S T p2γ n {T, γq }S T p2γ n {T,¨q} ∆ , where ... ă γ´1 ă γ 0 " 0 ă γ 1 ă ... are the zeros of J 1´H . In addition S T p2η, 2γq " S T p0, 0qp2´2HqΓ 2 p1´HqˆT 2 γη 4˙e
iT pγ´ηq
J´HpT ηqJ 1´H pT γq´J 1´H pT ηqJ´HpT γq T pγ´ηq , for η ‰ γ, and
pT γq`2 H´1 T γ J´HpT γqJ 1´H pT γq`J 2 H pT γq˙, for γ P R.
Concluding Remarks
In this work we combined the Wiener chaos decomposition with the problem of linear prediction for Gaussian stationary-increment processes. This was done by considering a special basis for the Gaussian Hilbert space generated by the process, in which each basis element is either completely measurable with respect to the observations or independent of it. This special basis allows us to easily derive the chaos expansion of a random variable conditioned on the σ-field generated by the observations. The result is a chaos approach to prediction, which can be employed to derive an intuitive expression for the chaos expansion of the random variable with respect to the observations. Since the Wiener chaos has been found useful in describing solutions to stochastic differential equations [17, 18] , our approach has the potential of better understanding the dynamics of such stochastic systems when past observations of the sample path are given.
